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Abstract (en)
The present disclosure discloses a hinged structure for a toilet cover plate, which includes a fixed seat and a cover plate, a mounting hole is
arranged on the cover plate, and a seat hinge assembly is installed in the mounting hole. The seat hinge assembly includes an oil core sleeve and
a hinge shaft fixedly arranged in the mounting hole, and the hinge shaft includes an oil core part rotatably arranged in the oil core sleeve and a seat
hinge part inserted and matched with the connection column on the fixed seat. The oil core part and the seat hinge part are integrally formed, and
the cover plate is provided with an arc-shaped hole communicated with the radial direction of the mounting hole. When the seat hinge assembly is
installed in the mounting hole, the seat hinge assembly is clamped in the arc-shaped hole through an annular elastic buckle, so that the seat hinge
assembly is axially fixed. The seat hinge part and the oil core part are integrally formed, which can effectively reduce the coaxiality error of the seat
hinge assembly, so as to reduce the mechanical fatigue of the damper parts and prolong the service life. And the disassembly of the seat hinge
assembly can be quickly completed through the annular elastic buckle, so as to realize the rotating installation between the cover plate and the fixed
seat.
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